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Abstract—Power densities of modern mobile system-on-a-chip
designs can quickly exceed the thermal design limits during typ-
ical application use such as gaming or Web browsing. Resulting
high temperatures lead to frequent thermal throttling and signif-
icant loss in quality-of-service (QoS) delivered to users. Thus, a
joint consideration of thermal constraints and QoS requirements
is essential to maximize the overall user experience. Prior tech-
niques either rely on users to determine the best tradeoff point
between QoS and temperature, or greedily utilize the thermal
headroom to maximize performance, causing QoS to drop below
user tolerable levels over extended durations of use. This paper
introduces the MAESTRO framework to automatically manage
QoS at runtime depending on application characteristics and
thermal constraints. MAESTRO builds on the observation that
increased temperatures can be tolerated for applications with
bursty compute patterns due to idle periods between activities,
while causing large QoS degradations for long-running appli-
cations with continuous computations. MAESTRO: 1) detects
such continuous computations that are susceptible to throttling;
2) proactively finds a QoS level to balance user experience and
temperature; and 3) performs closed-loop DVFS and thermally
efficient thread mapping to meet the target QoS on a hetero-
geneous multicore CPU. Such application-adaptive control of
QoS-temperature tradeoffs allows MAESTRO to sustain a tar-
get QoS level within a user tolerable range for longer durations
without sacrificing the performance of latency-sensitive bursty
computations. Evaluations on a real system prototype validates
MAESTRO’s ability to accurately detect potential throttling-
induced QoS degradations and demonstrates 41% to 6.7× longer
durations of sustained QoS compared to state-of-the-art for a set
of mobile applications.

Index Terms—Heterogeneous multicore, mobile devices, power
management, thermal management.

I. INTRODUCTION

STATE-OF-THE-ART mobile system-on-chips (SoC) inte-
grate high-performance CPUs and GPUs to enhance user

experience. As the applications grow in complexity and utilize
the peak processing capabilities of the underlying hardware,
power dissipations can easily reach above the thermal design
limits. For instance, recent SoCs can consume up to 3× higher
power than their thermal design power and chip temperatures
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can quickly reach critical thresholds while executing typi-
cal mobile applications [23], [41], [43]. Thermal limitations
present a major roadblock for increasing the compute capa-
bilities of mobile CPU and GPUs toward providing higher
quality-of-service (QoS)1 for mobile applications. In fact, fre-
quent invocations of thermal throttling mechanisms triggered
by temperature violations can significantly degrade QoS and
cause user dissatisfaction [8], [9].

Built-in policies in modern mobile systems (e.g., dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) governor, task sched-
uler, etc.) greedily maximize performance under increased
computational demand by selecting higher DVFS states or
higher performance CPU cores. Such an approach of always
maximizing performance has various drawbacks that can sub-
stantially hurt user experience. First, performance can exceed
human perceptible levels when QoS requirements for an appli-
cation are not considered, causing unnecessarily high power
consumption levels that will accumulate more heat on system
components and increase throttling. Second, thermal head-
room will be prematurely exhausted, further magnifying the
performance loss due to thermal throttling over extended
durations of application use (e.g., as in gaming, streaming).
Therefore, there exists a need for QoS-centric thermal man-
agement approaches that can, as opposed to greedily increas-
ing performance, proactively find a good tradeoff between QoS
and temperature to a sustain satisfactory user experience over
time.

We face fundamental challenges when deploying such a
scheme for managing QoS-temperature tradeoffs in mobile
platforms: how should one determine when to apply such
a tradeoff and the appropriate amount of QoS scaling?
While completely neglecting QoS tradeoffs can result in
large throttling-induced QoS degradation over a long term,
prematurely enforcing a tradeoff can result in undesirable
performance losses on applications where throttling would
have little/no effect or where the maximum QoS is demanded
by the users. Ideally, the policies should tradeoff QoS only
on cases where large QoS degradations are expected over
the extended use. In addition, the scaling of QoS should
still occur within a user tolerable range in order not to
deem the application unusable. Currently, there exists no
mechanism to address these objectives all together. Existing
methods incur practical limitations as they rely solely on
users to manage QoS [43], [44] or seek to achieve sus-
tained performance with low-power operation modes in a
QoS- and application-agnostic manner, which can result in

1QoS, in this paper, refers to a metric used to quantify the performance
experienced by the user (i.e., user experience). We use various QoS metrics
such as frames-per-second (FPS) and response latency (Section II).
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unacceptably low QoS (e.g., Android’s Sustained Performance
API [6]).

This paper introduces the MAESTRO framework for
achieving autonomous and application-aware QoS tradeoffs.
MAESTRO builds upon a novel insight on the relation between
the computation characteristics of mobile applications (i.e.,
bursty versus throughput-oriented) and the QoS impact of ther-
mal throttling. While throughput-oriented mobile applications
(e.g., gaming and video processing) may suffer from long-
term throttling due to continuous computations and require
QoS tradeoffs to sustain an acceptable throughput (e.g., FPS),
some applications only generate short bursts of computa-
tions in response to user interactions. Web browsing and
many interactive Android apps (e.g., news reading, social
networking, messaging, and document reading) are examples
of such bursty applications, where latency of the computations
is the main factor that impacts the user perceived QoS [17].
Despite high power densities and increased temperatures, such
applications can tolerate increased temperatures due to rel-
atively short duration of activities and idle periods between
user interactions. MAESTRO classifies the applications at
runtime according to their computation characteristics to dis-
tinguish throttling-susceptible continuous computations from
latency-sensitive bursty tasks, and manages QoS accordingly.

MAESTRO tracks the statistical features of an application’s
power profile at runtime to infer when large thermally induced
QoS degradations on continuous computations are likely to
occur (Section IV-A). Upon detecting such a computation
phase, MAESTRO proactively scales the QoS down from the
maximum to a level that can be sustained for a longer time
(Section IV-B). Otherwise, MAESTRO uses the existing CPU
governors to maximize QoS. To maintain the QoS at a just
enough level to meet the determined QoS targets, MAESTRO

incorporates a closed-loop and thermally efficient QoS con-
trol strategy (QScale) proposed in our earlier work [43]
(Section IV-C). While QScale [43] relies on external sources
(e.g., users) to manage QoS decisions, this paper introduces a
novel runtime framework for thermally aware and autonomous
QoS tradeoffs to achieve sustainable performance.

Overall, our contributions can be summarized as follows.
1) Application-Specific Thermal Management: We show

that taking into account the bursty or throughput-
oriented nature of computations in mobile applications is
necessary to project throttling-induced QoS degradations
that can significantly impact user experience.

2) MAESTRO for Sustainable QoS: We design MAESTRO,
which automatically reasons about the susceptibility
of an application to thermal throttling and proac-
tively manages QoS to increase durations of sustained
performance.

3) Evaluations on Real Systems: We implement and evalu-
ate MAESTRO on a real-life mobile platform. MAESTRO

can accurately identify when throttling-susceptible long
computations occur during runtime. Our experiments
indicate 41% to 6.7× longer durations of sustainable
QoS.

The rest of this paper starts with a description of our exper-
imental setup and methodology in Section II. In Section III,
we explain and experimentally demonstrate the motivation for
MAESTRO by illustrating the need for an application-aware
QoS management strategy. Section IV presents the MAESTRO

policy as well as providing an overview of the core concepts

of QScale [43] proposed in our earlier work. In Section V, we
evaluate MAESTRO via implementation on a real-life mobile
development board. Section VI provides a summary of rele-
vant work in the field and highlights the key distinguishing
aspects of this paper. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This section presents the hardware testbed and applications
we use in our experimental evaluation and describes our data
monitoring/collection methodology.

A. Experimental Platform

All of our measurements and evaluations are based on
real-life experiments on a contemporary mobile hardware.
We use an Odroid-XU3 mobile development platform that
comprises of the Samsung Exynos 5422 SoC (which powers
Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone), implementing a big.LITTLE
heterogeneous CPU architecture [2] with quad-core big
(A15) and little (A7) CPU clusters. The A15 is a high
performance/power multi-issue out-of-order processor and A7
is a low performance/power core with simple eight-stage in-
order pipeline [2]. The A15 core supports nine frequency
levels from 1.2 to 2 GHz while the A7 core operates on five
frequency levels between 1 and 1.4 GHz. All the cores within a
cluster share the same voltage/frequency domain. The Exynos
5422 SoC also integrates Mali-T628 GPU, which supports six
frequency levels ranging from 177 to 543 MHz. A built-in
mechanism scales the GPU frequency based on utilization. The
board runs Android 4.4 KitKat as the OS. While we cannot use
recent Android versions due to unavailability of system images
for our system, we incorporate the Sustained Performance API
feature [6] of Android 7 for evaluation (Section V) due to its
direct relevance to this paper.

B. Measurement Methodology

The Odroid-XU3 platform is equipped with on-board sense
resistors and a Texas Instruments INA231 power monitoring
unit that allows for measuring power consumptions of the A15
and A7 clusters, the GPU, and the memory individually over
the I2C bus. Temperatures of each of the four big cores and the
GPU can be sampled at a 1 ◦C resolution through the sysfs
entries provided for on-chip thermal sensors. We collect power
and temperature data in 5-ms intervals. FPS is measured by
querying the logs generated by the SurfaceFlinger Android
system service. We measure the latency of bursty computations
by the length of time between the rising and falling edge of
the burst observable in a given power profile.

C. Applications

We broadly classify mobile applications into two classes as
latency-sensitive bursty (e.g., browsing and interactive apps)
and throughput-oriented workloads (e.g., games and stream-
ing) according to their computation characteristics [45], [53].
Our experimental setup covers applications with both
throughput-oriented and latency-sensitive bursty computations.
Table I summarizes these applications along with brief descrip-
tions of the tasks performed within each application.

Adobe PDF Viewer and Google Maps represent two impor-
tant classes of mobile applications, document reading, and
navigation. Caman.js [3] is an online image editing application
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF APPLICATIONS

that we execute within Chrome Web browser. These latency-
sensitive applications generate bursts of CPU loads upon user
inputs from the GUI. The latency of a processing event is the
main factor impacting user experience [17], [51] and is chosen
as the QoS metric. While there is not always a strict deadline
for processing such computations, the longer latencies increase
user dissatisfaction.

The rest of the applications are dominated by continuous
computations. We run Aquarium [1] and Rain [7] applications
within Chrome browser to play online WebGL animations.
Edge of Tomorrow gaming application is also representative
of throughput-oriented mobile workloads. We also use Rock
Player video player application to continuously play a 1-min
HD video and loop the video to experiment with longer
durations. In such applications that generate a stream of com-
putations, user experience is manifested in event throughput
and commonly measured using FPS [41], [53] as in this paper.
The FPS metric captures the number of frames that meet the
frame processing deadline (i.e., 18 ms at 60 frames/s). Finally,
we run the bodytrack computer vision application from the
PARSEC suite [12] where we monitor the frame-rate (or heart-
beats/s) by instrumenting the application with the Heartbeats
framework [27]. We configure bodytrack to run with the same
number of threads with the number of CPU cores in our
system (i.e., eight cores). In order to automate the execution
of interactive applications and achieve reproducible results,
we use RERAN, which is a GUI-based and timing-sensitive
record and replay tool [20].

We also write custom CPU and GPU microbench-
marks for the offline thermal coupling characterization. Our
GPU microbenchmark is an OpenCL program that repeat-
edly offloads a matrix multiplication kernel to GPU. Our
CPU microbenchmark continuously performs floating-point
multiplications.

During evaluation, we run each throughput-oriented applica-
tion for a sufficiently long duration (i.e., 12 min) to eventually
cause throttling and quantify the exact duration of sustained
QoS. Bursty applications are run for 60–70 s, which is a typical
duration for interactive sessions [18].

D. Power Management and Throttling

Our platform uses an external fan for temperature con-
trol, which is not a viable solution for commercial devices.
Thus, we implement a thermal throttling policy that reactively
increments/decrements the maximum allowed DVFS state2

of big cores every second if the maximum temperature is

2Maximum allowed DVFS state can be altered by modifying the
scaling_max_freq sysfs entry provided by the cpufreq interface [5].

Fig. 1. QoS degradation due to thermal throttling over time.

lower/higher than 80 ◦C. 80 ◦C is a typical thermal set-
point used in commercial platforms [41], [50]. By changing
the maximum DVFS levels, this throttling mechanism forces
the DVFS policies to use lower frequencies without disabling
their operation. In case a thermal emergency still exists at
the lowest big core frequency, the workload is migrated to
little cores using the sched_setaffinity interface in the Linux
scheduler.

The default DVFS policy in our platform is the Interactive
governor [5], which is also used in most Android devices.
This governor scales the CPU frequency to the maximum
allowed level if the utilization is higher than a threshold.
Once scaled to the highest, CPU frequency is not scaled down
for at least 20 ms to maximize responsiveness. The baseline
heterogeneous multiprocessing (HMP) scheduler [4] migrates
an active task to a big core if its weighted average CPU
load exceeds an up_threshold. Migration to little cores occurs
similarly when the load is less than a down_threshold. We
collectively refer to Interactive governor and HMP sched-
uler pair as “default” Android management throughout this
text. MAESTRO uses cpufreq and sched_setaffinity interfaces
to control the frequency and the thread mappings for an appli-
cation. We bind the policy to a dedicated little core using the
taskset utility.

III. MOTIVATION: APPLICATION-AWARE QOS
VERSUS TEMPERATURE TRADEOFFS

This section describes the problem we focus on in this
paper and illustrates the main insight and motivation behind
the proposed MAESTRO approach.

A. (Un)Sustainable Performance

Many mobile applications, such as video playing and gam-
ing, perform a continuous stream of computations (e.g., in
form of frames) and can be run for durations in the order
of minutes. Thus, user-perceived QoS is manifested in terms of
frame throughput [13]. For such applications, greedily boost-
ing QoS can lead to increasingly aggressive throttling over
time, causing high QoS to be maintained only for a brief dura-
tion at the cost of severe QoS losses over the application use.
Fig. 1 illustrates this problem as we run various throughput-
oriented applications for an 8–10 min duration using default
scheduling and DVFS policies on our experimental platform.
Significant QoS degradations occur due thermal throttling over
extended durations, reaching up to as much as 48% QoS loss.
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Fig. 2. QoS-temperature tradeoff for sustainable QoS while running
Aquarium application with default Interactive governor and with static
1.2-GHz frequency. Using the 1.2-GHz setting allows to sustain a target QoS
level (e.g., 30 frames/s) for longer durations. Migrated duration (%) corre-
sponds to percentage of time the workload was migrated to little cluster due
to thermal throttling.

B. Trading Off Short-Term QoS for Temperature

For the applications where maximum QoS cannot be main-
tained due to increased thermal throttling over time, trading
off short-term QoS helps increase the duration that a tar-
get just enough QoS level is sustained. Fig. 2 illustrates this
insight. We run a graphics animation application (Aquarium)
for 8 min using both Android’s default Interactive DVFS gov-
ernor as well as when the maximum frequency of big cores
are statically fixed to 1.2 GHz from the default 2.0-GHz set-
ting. It should be noted that, in both cases, the throttling policy
(Section II) is intact and forces the use of lower frequencies
when the maximum temperature exceeds 80 ◦C. With the base-
line Interactive governor, the maximum QoS (i.e., FPS) can
be maintained for a brief 40-s duration, after which the CPU
is set to operate at lower DVFS levels by the throttling pol-
icy as higher frequencies incur thermal violations. Frequent
migrations to the little cluster occur eventually as the 1.2-GHz
setting becomes insufficient to reduce the temperature. Trading
off short-term QoS with the 1.2-GHz setting slows down the
heating and maintains a minimum FPS of 30, which is pointed
by prior work as the lowest user tolerable FPS for gam-
ing applications [13], for 5 min (∼2x longer as compared to
default Interactive) until the thermal headroom is exhausted.

C. Need for Application Awareness

While QoS-temperature tradeoffs are beneficial in terms of
extended sustained QoS durations, it is nontrivial to decide
when applying such a tradeoff would bring benefits. This is
because of several reasons. First, a computation initiated for an
activity may exhaust thermal headroom but may be short-lived
and cause only a brief duration of throttling (e.g., a few sec-
onds). For such short and bursty computations, minimizing

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Distinct power and thermal profiles of a bursty application and a
throughput-oriented graphics application. (a) Adobe PDF Reader application.
(b) Rain WebGL animation running in Chrome Web browser. Adobe PDF
application consists of bursts of computations such as zoomed-in/out or text
search as generated upon user input from GUI. Such intermittent nature of
computations is widely observable in the power profile as well. On the other
hand, continuous frame-based computations after the browser launch (t =
18 s) in Rain application causes a relatively more steady power profile.

latency would be more desirable from the user’s perspec-
tive than maintaining a sustainable throughput [53]. Naively
switching to a lower performance setting (e.g., upon ther-
mal violation) for sustainable QoS will lead to unnecessary
QoS loss and increase user-perceived latency for bursty tasks.
Second, even for the applications that do perform long-running
computations (e.g., minutes), throttling mechanisms may have
little or no impact on QoS for relatively low power applica-
tions. Thus, conservatively applying a QoS tradeoff will cause
an unnecessary performance loss.

Consider the Adobe PDF reader and Rain graphics anima-
tion applications that present disparate computation patterns.
Fig. 3 shows the power and thermal profiles for these two
applications as they run under default Android management.
We leave the thermal control policy enabled to prevent thermal
runaway. PDF reader application [Fig. 3(a)] generates short
bursts of intense computations upon user input (e.g., open-
ing a PDF, text search). Initiation and ending of computations
can be inferred from the power profile. Due to short-lived
nature of computations and idleness between the user inputs,
temperature can quickly decrease from the critical level. For
such applications, it is tolerable to allow the application to
exhaust thermal headroom and achieve maximum QoS. Rain
application, on the other hand, performs continuous computa-
tions for frame processing after being launched in the browser
at t = 15 s. This continuous load causes a relatively stable
power consumption (∼3 W) and consistent increase in tem-
perature. As shown in Fig. 1, throttling incurs significant QoS
loss due to continuous thermal violations and more aggressive
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Fig. 4. Overview of MAESTRO.

throttling. Thus, we argue that, to be able to effectively apply
QoS management for sustainable user experience only when
it would be desirable by a user, policies should be cognizant
of both application behavior and system thermal constraints.

IV. MAESTRO: AUTONOMOUS QOS TRADEOFFS

FOR SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE

This section describes the proposed MAESTRO framework
for dynamically managing QoS levels in mobile applications.
Fig. 4 gives an overview of our proposed technique that is
composed of three main components. The online detection
policy (Section IV-A) identifies long-running CPU intensive
phases that are prone to throttling and QoS degradation, and
selectively activates QScale for sustainable performance or
uses default Android management for high QoS. If activated,
depending on how much the application is likely to suffer from
throttling, target QoS level is scaled accordingly and given as
an input to QScale [43] (Section IV-B). QScale (Section IV-C)
uses the offline generated criticality information on various
applications and monitors CPU-GPU thermal coupling dynam-
ics to determine how to map threads on a heterogeneous CPU
with the aim of minimizing temperature. Closed-loop DVFS
control within QScale ensures dynamic adaptation to changes
in workload as well as QoS requirements.

A. Proactive Detection of Throttling-Induced QoS Loss

The goal of our online detection policy is to identify long
and continuous computations that are likely to cause severe
QoS degradations due to throttling (e.g., Rain application in
Fig. 3(b)). Such detection allows us to take proactive actions
before the system heats up aggressively over time.

We devise a simple yet effective online policy (Fig. 5) that
infers the thermal behavior of a mobile application based on
inherently distinct patterns in the power profiles of bursty and
throughput-oriented computation phases. We use power due
to its direct relevance to temperature. Due to continuous com-
putations in the throughput-oriented periods, their power will
have a relatively more stable profile as compared to bursty
compute phases that exhibit intermittent power profile due
to idle periods in between the computations (see example in
Fig. 3). We track mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ ) using a

Fig. 5. Sliding window-based online detection policy.

sliding window of recent power samples (big+LITTLE+GPU
power) to capture characteristics of the power profile. As we
seek to identify the phases with stably high power that are
likely to suffer from QoS loss, we combine mean and devia-
tion into an activation function (fact) as μ−α∗σ (α is a constant
scaling factor) to quantifiably identify such phases. Our policy
checks whether the value of fact is greater than a certain thresh-
old and, if true, actives QScale for sustained performance.
Disabling QScale and resorting to default Android policy for
high QoS occurs similarly by comparing the value of fact to a
lower threshold. Higher deviation in the power profile of bursty
phases reduces the value of fact and allows to prevent false pos-
itives (i.e., activating QScale during bursty periods). By giving
a different weight to mean and deviation via the scaling fac-
tor (α), we are able to tune our policy to distinguish bursty
computations while accounting for potential variations that can
occur during continuous computations (e.g., differences in the
subsequent frames being processed).

1) Tuning Policy Parameters: Since the behavior of the
proposed policy would depend on its parameters (i.e.,
N, Thr1, Thr2, and α), we describe our intuition behind selec-
tion of these parameters to make effective use of our technique.
The length of the sliding windows needs to be sufficiently
long to capture the idleness following the compute bursts.
This is necessary to distinguish continuous computations from
intermittent activity bursts. Thus, we use 10 s window size as
vast majority of bursty activities finish within 10 s [52], [53].
While the window size can be conservatively increased, that
will add unnecessary delay into the detection. We experiment
at different DVFS levels to determine power levels that cannot
be sustained over extended durations (i.e., violates 80 ◦C ther-
mal limit), and use this level to set Thr1 (i.e., 2 W). Higher
mean power values signal potential future throttling and QoS
loss. Once Thr1 and N is set, we use our bursty workloads
to tune the value of α (i.e., 0.8) by giving higher weight to
deviation in fact until the false positive cases are eliminated.
We set Thr2 to 1.2 W, which is sufficiently lower than Thr1
to avoid oscillatory behavior.

B. Determining QoS Targets

Once MAESTRO detects a continuous intensive computa-
tion, it activates QScale and supplies a target QoS level to be
maintained. Many heuristics can be applied for making this
QoS tradeoff but no golden rule exists as the suitability of a
particular QoS level is subject to preferences of a particular
user in terms of the performance needs [51] as well as the
duration of application use. In our implementation, once the
QScale is activated to increase sustained durations, we tradeoff
QoS by scaling down from its maximum level in accordance
with application’s mean power level over the sliding window
described in Section IV-A. This mechanism is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Our intuitive rationale is that, as the power increases,
choosing high QoS settings will quickly exhaust the thermal
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Fig. 6. QoS tradeoff and determining QoS targets for QScale.

headroom and bring limited or no benefit in terms of extended
sustained QoS. Thus, a larger QoS tradeoff within a tolerable
range is needed for applications with higher power profile. To
determine the ratio in which QoS is scaled down from the
100% when mean power exceeds the 2 W activation thresh-
old of QScale, we consider the QoS level needed (i.e., 70%)
for ensuring at least 2 min of duration without throttling for
a typical possible high power application (i.e., >3.3 W by
Bodytrack in our example application set). We simply propor-
tionally scale QoS within the 2–3.3 W range by choosing a
10% lower target QoS rate for every 600 mW as illustrated
in Fig. 6. Aiming for longer/shorter than 2 min minimum tar-
get sustained duration translates into larger/smaller steps in
the tradeoff, approaching/distancing from the undesirable QoS
region illustrated in Fig. 6. We considered 30 and 24 frames/s
as the minimum desirable QoS for 3-D graphics and video
playing scenarios, respectively.

While we consider the problem of autonomously manag-
ing QoS without requiring user intervention, user feedback
can still be integrated with MAESTRO to provide user-specific
hints. Specifically, if the user requires a higher QoS than pro-
vided, the minimum desirable QoS can be raised. This will
shift the target QoS upward. If the user provides a hint that
current QoS is too high, the maximum QoS parameter can be
lowered which will cause MAESTRO to choose a lower QoS.

C. Online Thermally Efficient QoS Control

In order to meet the target QoS levels, we adopt QScale
from our earlier work [43]. This section serves as an overview
of the core components of QScale, which comprises an offline
characterization phase and an online feedback control pol-
icy. In the offline phase, we: 1) characterize the CPU-GPU
thermal coupling via a set of microbenchmarks and derive a
lightweight heuristic for runtime thermal coupling aware core
allocation and 2) identify the few number of critical threads
within each application that determine overall QoS. Online
policy identifies and reserves thermally efficient big cores
during runtime for executing the critical threads while lever-
aging low-power little cores for other threads, and performs a
closed-loop DVFS control to precisely meet QoS targets.

1) CPU-GPU Thermal Coupling Aware Thread
Mapping: Due to tight integration of power-hungry CPUs and
GPUs on a single-chip, thermal coupling is inevitable. Our
measurements indicate as much as 25 ◦C increase in CPU
temperature due to GPU activity. A major novel aspect of this
paper is to show the application dependence of the cores that
provide the most thermally efficient operation under thermal
coupling.

In order to infer the most thermally efficient cores to allocate
under varying thermal coupling scenarios, we derive an offline
characterization step as highlighted in Fig. 7. By stressing the
GPU at varying levels and running the CPU microbenchmark

Fig. 7. Offline CPU-GPU thermal coupling characterization to derive a
runtime thermally aware core allocation method.

TABLE II
OUR THRESHOLD-BASED POLICY FOR ALLOCATING THERMALLY

EFFICIENT CORES UNDER CPU-GPU THERMAL COUPLING.
Thr1 = 0.25 W AND Thr2 = 1.2 W

on each core (e.g., for 1 min), we determine the ordering
in which the cores heat from the highest to the lowest. We
use the microbenchmarks described in Section II. Combining
the GPU power levels that provide the same ordering, we
obtain the simple threshold-based policy shown in Table II.
During runtime, the policy allocates the cores that will pro-
vide the lowest temperature based on application’s GPU usage.
In our experimental platform, Core33 always provides the low-
est temperature while the thermal-efficiency of the other cores
depend on the GPU power. Due to close proximity to GPU,
Core0 results in the worst peak temperature when the GPU
power is high (i.e., Thr2 ≤ PGPU) and is allocated as the last
resort. On the other hand, GPU acts as a heat spreader when its
power is low (i.e., PGPU < Thr1) and Core0 achieves the low-
est temperature. Our methodology is black-box, not requiring
any floorplan or packaging details.

2) Criticality Aware big.LITTLE Scheduling: Current
schedulers for big.LITTLE systems [4] use the short-term load
history of each thread to determine the core type. Instead,
we propose to guide scheduling by leveraging power-hungry
big cores only for the threads that are critical for the user
experience. Our novel observation is that there exist relatively
(as compared to number of cores) few number of QoS-critical
threads that determine overall QoS, which is in alignment with
the prior work that has shown limited parallelism in mobile
applications [19], [45]. We determine such critical threads via
a simple offline characterization process.

During the offline characterization, in our earlier work [43],
we have exhaustively explored the QoS contribution of each
thread when executed on a high-performance big core by
assigning all threads to little cluster first and moving to the
big cores one at a time. A few threads provide distinct increase
in QoS once assigned to big cores. On a per-application basis,
we record several identifier information (i.e., thread name and
relative order of the thread id in parent’s process list) for each
of these critical threads to be used by the runtime control pol-
icy. Exhaustively exploring QoS contribution of all threads,
however, increases the characterization time as the number
of threads can be large (e.g., 50–100). Indeed, vast majority
of the threads are short lived and largely stay in sleep state
after the application launch [24]. For instance, Fig. 8 shows the

3Core0–Core3 correspond to cpu4–cpu7 under the
/sys/devices/system/cpu/ path in the Odroid-XU3 filesystem.
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Fig. 8. CPU time distribution across the threads of the Adobe PDF Reader
application demonstrating that most threads have little active time on the CPU.
Dashed line corresponds to 1% of the overall execution time.

time each thread is actively utilizing CPU for the PDF Reader
application during a typical usage session of 70 s [18]. Overall
active CPU time of the application is dominated by a small
number of threads. We exploit this observation to reduce the
characterization time by excluding such mostly idle threads
from the characterization step. We empirically determined to
exclude the threads that are active for less than 1% of the over-
all execution time. Since energy and thermal footprint of such
threads would be small, we do not investigate any further gains
that could be realized by choosing the right core type for these
threads. Overall, the number of critical threads per application
are identified as 5 for bodytrack, 2 for Aquarium and Rain, 1
for Caman.js and Adobe PDF Reader, and 0 for the Google
Maps. We leave the comparative evaluation of criticality-aware
scheduling and baseline HMP scheduler to Section V and
proceed with a brief description of our closed-loop runtime
control policy.

3) Closed-Loop Runtime Control: QScale’s runtime pol-
icy, which is invoked when MAESTRO detects a long running
throttling-prone phase, consumes the offline generated thread-
criticality and thermal coupling information to meet the target
QoS levels while minimizing temperature. During runtime, the
policy monitors GPU power and uses the policy described in
Table II to determine thermally efficient cores for executing
critical threads. To precisely meet the target QoS levels, a
feedback DVFS controller is designed.

QScale’s runtime controller initially assigns the threads to
little cluster and, at every 1 s intervals, allocates the threads
across big and LITTLE. When the number of critical threads is
less than 4 (which is the case for all applications except body-
track), there exists opportunity to lower temperature by making
thermally aware core allocation. In this case, we sequen-
tially bind the critical thread with the highest CPU usage to
the next most thermally efficient core available by querying
Table II. Otherwise, the critical threads are allocated to the
whole big cluster and default Linux load balancer is used for
task mappings within the cluster.

Once the threads are allocated, the closed-loop controller
determines the DVFS state for the next interval that will meet
the target QoS. The formulation of our proportional integral
controller is shown in (1)

u[k] = u[k − 1] + e[k](1 − p)

Qmax
. (1)

The error term (e[k]) is simply the current offset from
the target QoS. The controller output ([0, 1]) is scaled
proportionally to the DVFS range. The value of the pole
(p) value should be in range [0, 1) to ensure stability and
avoid oscillatory behavior [25]. This parameter also allows
to tradeoff controller’s robustness for responsiveness [25]

Fig. 9. Policy selection (left) and QoS targets (right) determined by
MAESTRO for the applications where MAESTRO detects a continuous
throttling-prone computation. Policy selection and QoS setting are based on
the methods described in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively. MAESTRO

assigns lower QoS targets for the applications that exhibit high power profile
and that are likely to suffer from larger QoS loss. Maximum QoS is 1 HB/s
for Bodytrack, and 45, 30, 53, and 55 frames/s for Aquarium, RockPlayer,
Rain, and Edge of Tomorrow, respectively.

and a smaller value increases the controller’s response to
workload variations. We empirically determine the value of p
to be 0.4 on our system.

V. EVALUATION

This section provides a detailed real-system evaluation of
the proposed MAESTRO policy. Our main objective is to assess
MAESTRO’s ability to provide extended durations of sustained
QoS by proactively identifying the throttling-susceptible con-
tinuous computations and autonomously making QoS trade-
offs. We also craft specific experiments to evaluate the adaptive
runtime behavior of MAESTRO and carefully study any over-
head that could lead to performance degradations to assess
MAESTRO’s suitability as a runtime management solution.
We refer to the built-in Interactive governor and HMP sched-
uler pair simply as default Android management throughout
this section and provide comparisons against MAESTRO that
employs closed-loop DVFS and criticality-driven scheduling.
The runtime policy within MAESTRO, which performs the
QoS control via DVFS and criticality-driven scheduling, is
codenamed and referred to as QScale.

A. Evaluation Methodology

This section states the methodology adopted while conduct-
ing the experiments and evaluating the outcomes. We exercise
the bursty-dominated Adobe PDF, Caman, and Google Maps
applications for 60–70 s, which is the typical length of a user
session for many interactive mobile applications [18]. We run
each throughput-oriented Aquarium, Rain, Edge of Tomorrow,
Rock Player, and Bodytrack applications for 10 min. This
duration is sufficiently large for each application to trigger
throttling and allows us to quantify the exact sustained duration
before the thermal headroom is fully exhausted. The sustained
duration for MAESTRO is the duration before thermal throt-
tling starts to force lower DVFS settings, beyond which QScale
can no longer deliver target QoS. For the default Android man-
agement, we simply report the execution time that QoS was
above the target level as the sustained QoS duration. To ensure
fidelity during temperature measurements, we cool the SoC to
the initial idle temperature level (i.e., 59 ◦C) using an inte-
grated fan mounted on top of the chip package and leave the
platform idle for 12 min before each experiment.

B. Extending Sustained QoS With MAESTRO

This section evaluates MAESTRO’s selective QoS tradeoff
mechanism (Sections IV-A and IV-B) as well as quantifying
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Fig. 10. Sustained durations achieved by MAESTRO and default Android
management for the QoS targets specified in Fig. 9.

potential improvements in sustained QoS durations achieved
on CPU intensive throughput-oriented applications. The table
given in Fig. 9 shows the policy selection of MAESTRO across
different applications. MAESTRO successfully detects the con-
tinuous and throttling-prone computations in Aquarium, Rain,
Edge of Tomorrow, Rock Player, and Bodytrack applications
and activates QScale in all cases with the target QoS lev-
els shown also in Fig. 9. Once activated, QScale maintains
the QoS at these target levels during the sustained duration.
Aquarium and Bodytrack are two applications with distinctly
high power consumption (>3.5 W) during the throughput-
oriented phase and, thus, are assigned a lower target QoS
(i.e., 70% of the maximum). MAESTRO recognizes the latency-
sensitive bursty computation patterns in Pdf, Caman, and Maps
applications and does not interfere with the default Android
management, allowing users to enjoy high QoS without sacri-
ficing latency. Such adaptive policy selection capability allows
MAESTRO to make QoS tradeoffs and sustained performance
optimization only when necessary.

Fig. 10 provides an evaluation of the sustained QoS dura-
tions achieved by using MAESTRO and default Android man-
agement for the QoS targets described in Fig. 9. Bodytrack
and Aquarium are the cases with the lowest duration where
target QoS levels are met, using both MAESTRO and baseline.
Despite the selection of a low QoS target by MAESTRO (i.e.,
70% of the maximum) for these two applications, tempera-
tures still quickly elevate to critical 80 ◦C level due to high
CPU activity and power. Target QoS is violated as throttling
forces CPU to operate at lower DVFS levels, shrinking the
duration of sustained QoS in these two cases.

MAESTRO provides 41%, 53%, and 54% longer durations
where QoS targets are met for Edge of Tomorrow, Rain,
and Aquarium applications, respectively. Such an improve-
ment is achieved by both thermal coupling aware assignment
of threads as well as by proactively identifying the throttling-
induced large QoS degradations to make the necessary QoS-
temperature tradeoffs. The benefit of such a proactive tradeoff
is illustrated with the motivational example given in Fig. 2
in Section III. We achieve distinctly longer extensions in
sustained QoS for Rock Player and Bodytrack applications
(i.e., 96% and 6.7×, respectively). In these two cases, our
criticality-driven scheduling technique reduces the power on
power-hungry big cores by exploiting the heterogeneity across
the threads in terms of their criticality to overall QoS and
reserving the big cores only for the threads that bring the most
QoS gains. We detail our discussion on criticality awareness
separately later in this section.

Fig. 11 illustrates the thermal profiles of applications
with MAESTRO and default Android management. MAESTRO

Fig. 11. Thermal profiles under MAESTRO and default Android management.

achieves lower temperature during the sustained duration. This
extra thermal headroom (as high as 15 ◦C) allows MAESTRO

to sustain the target QoS before thermal throttling starts
to degrade performance. Such extra thermal headroom is
achieved via proactive QoS tradeoff mechanism of MAESTRO

(Section IV-B) as well as through the thermally efficient QoS
control provided by QScale (Section IV-C).

C. Adaptive Runtime Behavior of MAESTRO

MAESTRO monitors the executing applications to detect
throttling-prone continuous computations and can seamlessly
adapt to changing workload patterns during runtime. Such
changes can occur during typical daily usage scenarios.
This section evaluates MAESTRO’s ability to adapt to both
inter- and intra-application changes in the computation pat-
terns. To show interapplication adaptation, we design an
experiment where a user session consists of both throughput-
oriented CPU intensive computations as well as durations
dominated by bursty computations.

Fig. 12 illustrates the runtime behavior of MAESTRO during
a session where the user first launches Aquarium anima-
tion on the Web browser, followed by bursty image filtering
operations (Caman) and concluded by opening the Rain ani-
mation. Aquarium and Rain correspond to applications with
throughput-oriented and throttling-susceptible phases where
we expect MAESTRO to activate QScale for enabling sustained
performance. Based on the statistical properties estimated
over the recent history of power profile, MAESTRO correctly
identifies the continuous CPU-intensive computation phase in
Aquarium and activates QScale with the normalized target
QoS level of 0.7 after 30 s. After 70 s, as the user closes
the Aquarium and launches Caman to perform various image
editings online, MAESTRO switches off QScale and hands the
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Fig. 12. Adaptive runtime behavior of MAESTRO. The user session consists of two throughput-oriented applications with heavy continuous workloads
(i.e., Aquarium and Rain) interleaved by various UI-triggered bursty computations (app launches and image filtering operation in Caman.js). MAESTRO can
successfully distinguish the continuous heavy computations in Aquarium and Rain that are prone to large throttling-induced QoS loss, and selectively activate
QScale. Lower target QoS (i.e., 70% of the max) is selected for the Aquarium due to its high power profile with the goal of enabling a larger duration of
sustained QoS. Bursty computations have distinguishably larger deviation (yellow area on second plot) within the power sampling window of 10 s.

Fig. 13. Runtime behavior of MAESTRO for the RockPlayer video appli-
cation. MAESTRO detects the heavy continuous computation once the video
starts after the initial application launch and the user’s menu traversals for
video selection. Due to reduced CPU load on big cores with criticality-aware
assignment of threads, the QoS degradation is substantially more gradual after
the throttling starts when using MAESTRO.

control over to default Android management. The bursty nature
of the computation with idle periods in between the events is
manifested as the large deviation (yellow bars in second plot
in Fig. 12) in the recent history of power samples. Finally, as
the user launches another throttling-susceptible CPU intensive
workload (i.e., Rain), MAESTRO once again activates QScale
but with the 0.8 target QoS level.

Fig. 13 provides a detailed look into the RockPlayer video
player application’s runtime profile under MAESTRO and
default Android management. After the application launch and
several UI interactions across the application’s menu options,
the video starts to play and creates a continuously high com-
putation pattern. MAESTRO detects such pattern and activates
QScale after 20 s to stabilize the QoS around a 80% tar-
get QoS level. Temperature reduces abruptly and throttling
does not occur until around 320 s, providing almost double

the sustained duration for 80% QoS compared to default
Android management. As we explain in detail in the next part,
criticality-aware utilization of power-hungry cores brings sub-
stantial power reduction on the big cluster for this application,
further enabling longer sustained durations.

D. Criticality-Aware Scheduling Versus HMP

In this section, we verify that the few critical threads identi-
fied per application (Section IV-C) determine the overall QoS
and evaluate the power savings achievable via the criticality-
aware thread assignment strategy within QScale where the
power-hungry cores are restricted for critical threads of an
application. Fig. 14(a) shows the power and average QoS for
the throughput oriented applications when running with the
baseline HMP scheduler and criticality-aware assignment of
threads across big/LITTLE clusters. The DVFS policy in both
settings is the Interactive governor. To avoid interference from
thermal throttling, we set the fan to operate at the highest speed
for these set of experiments. Criticality-aware assignment
reduces the overall power by 20% for the Rock Player appli-
cation by restricting the noncritical threads from operating on
power-hungry big cores. For the case of bodytrack application,
criticality-aware assignment of threads achieves 10% higher
QoS than HMP. Thus, QScale is able to achieve the same
QoS with HMP at a lower power by reducing the frequency.
For bodytrack, HMP scheduler utilizes the big cluster for the
worker threads that show high CPU load while leaving the
initial main thread on the low-performance LITTLE core, lim-
iting the performance gain. MAESTRO achieves higher QoS
at a marginal power cost by, along with four other worker
threads, moving this critical thread onto big cluster as well. We
observe that baseline HMP and criticality-aware scheduling
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 14. QoS, latency, and power consumption achieved using criticality-aware scheduling. Data is normalized to HMP scheduling case. (a) QoS and
average power consumption for various throughput-oriented applications. (b) Latency and average power consumption for various computational activities
within Caman.js. (c) Latency and average power consumption for various computational activities within Adobe PDF Reader. (d) Latency/power for various
computational activities within Google Maps.

Fig. 15. CPU power profiles for various computational activities of Google
Maps application showing the similar computational latencies at lower power
with criticality-aware thread mapping.

achieve similar power and QoS for the other throughput-
oriented applications. Both policies perform the same actions
as QoS is dictated by a few threads that also exhibit distinctly
high CPU utilization.

Similar to Fig. 14(a), Fig. 14(b)–(d) shows the power and
latency for different computational activities within Caman,
Pdf, and Maps applications (e.g., swipe, zoom, search,
etc.), respectively. Criticality-aware scheduling achieves simi-
lar latency with the HMP scheduler for all applications while
also achieving the similar power consumption for Caman and
Pdf cases. For the Google Maps application, 30% lower power
consumption is achieved using the criticality-aware assignment
of threads as averaged across all computations. Fig. 15 plots
the power profiles of big and LITTLE CPU clusters for the
Google Maps application and demonstrates the reduced power
on the power-hungry big cores without incurring increased
latencies. Start and ending of the computational activities are
captured by detecting the transitions from idle power level as
annotated in the figure.

E. Drawbacks of Temperature-Triggered QScale Activation

One naive approach to dynamically controlling application
QoS for sustained performance would be to switch to a lower
QoS level when the critical temperature threshold is reached.
This section evaluates the limitations and drawbacks of rely-
ing on such an approach for detecting the throttling-susceptible
QoS degradations (i.e., first block in Fig. 4). We consider a
policy that activates QScale when the maximum SoC tem-
perature limit (80 ◦C) is reached and switches back to default
Android management when the temperature falls below 60 ◦C.
Such a history-unaware and reactive temperature-triggered pol-
icy would suffer from various limitations. First, as the actions

Fig. 16. Runtime behavior of Adobe PDF reader application while operat-
ing under MAESTRO and temperature-triggered sustained performance control
policy. Temperature-triggered policy activates QScale when a critical ther-
mal threshold is hit, and reverts back to default Android management when
temperature is below 60 ◦C.

will be delayed until temperature limit is reached, system will
heat up prematurely, which could have been avoided by track-
ing the high continuous computation patterns as we perform
with MAESTRO. Second, volatile thermal violations can occur
during bursty computations for short durations. Such volatile
thermal peaks do not lead to large QoS loss as in continuous
computation cases. A purely reactive temperature-triggered
policy would incur frequent false alarms and cause premature
switching to sustainable performance settings (i.e., activat-
ing QScale). We illustrate such a case for the Adobe PDF
Reader application in Fig. 16. While MAESTRO can detect
the bursty compute behavior and allows to maximize QoS
with the default Android management, temperature-triggered
(i.e., T-triggered) policy switches QScale on (bottom plot) at
various points during runtime where temperature exceeds the
maximum threshold (top plot). As annotated by arrows on the
power profile (middle plot), falsely triggered switches to lower
QoS settings leads to undesirable delays in the computation,
impairing QoS by means of increased latency.

F. Android’s Sustained Performance Mode

As an example sustained performance management scheme
in real world, we study Android’s sustained performance
mode and demonstrate practical limitations due to its lack
of application and QoS consideration. Our examination on
Android’s sustained performance API on a reference device
(i.e., Nexus 6) indicates that the applications that request this
mode of operation are forced to execute on thermally safe
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the maximum attainable QoS for our throughput-
oriented applications to QoS levels obtained when operating under Android’s
sustained performance configuration. Selecting lower power operating modes
for CPU and GPU to improve sustained performance with Android sustained
performance mode configuration, without any QoS consideration, leads to
substantially low QoS for such applications with high computation demand.

LITTLE cores with the maximum GPU frequency reduced to
a medium level. While sustained durations can be extended
with the reduced CPU and GPU power, such application and
QoS oblivious scheme can provide drastically low QoS on
applications where LITTLE cores are unable to provide the
necessary computational capability. We illustrate this case in
Fig. 17. We measure the maximum QoS attainable by QScale
and by the reference implementation of Android’s sustained
performance configuration. The QoS levels in Android’s sus-
tained performance mode are at least 50% lower than the
maximum QoS achievable for an application. For the frame-
based applications, frame-rate (FPS) is consistently lower than
30 frames/s, reaching as low as 10 frames/s, which would
likely deem application unusable from a user experience per-
spective. Thus, we argue the necessity of QoS consideration
for sustained performance management policies.

G. Overhead Evaluation

In this part, we evaluate any performance overhead that
could have been caused by MAESTRO’s continuous opera-
tion in the background. We select applications from diverse
sources to experiment using applications with varying CPU
demand and parallelism requirements. We incorporate a set of
CPU-intensive and throughput-oriented applications as well as
selected websites with diverse computational needs from the
BBench [22] browsing benchmark suite. We use the BBench
suite as it provides precise timing of the webpage loading
latency, which is the main performance metric. As illustrated
in Fig. 18, the performance of the applications are not effected
by the presence of MAESTRO. Overall CPU utilization of a
single LITTLE core, which runs MAESTRO, is only 2.92%
(0.82% in usr and 2.10% in sys mode). Our circular buffer
implementation for sliding window also provides good local-
ity of reference to minimize the energy and performance cost
of memory accesses. Two core routines of MAESTRO which
update the sliding window and estimate the value of the acti-
vation function based on mean/deviation (Section IV-A) take
1.86 and 476.7 μs (<0.05% of the 1 s invocation period),
respectively. We measure execution time and CPU utiliza-
tion at the lowest 1.0 GHz frequency of a low-performance
LITTLE core to illustrate that even the worst case execution
overhead of MAESTRO is minimal. The overall storage over-
head of 2000 power samples in our 10 s sliding window would

(a) (b)

Fig. 18. Real system measurements to identify whether MAESTRO policy
introduces an overhead that can cause performance degradation on (a) latency-
sensitive and (b) throughput-oriented applications.

be 2000*4 bytes (float C type) which occupies only 0.3% of
the cache space (2 MB) in our platform.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Thermally Aware Runtime Management

Elevated power densities in mobile SoCs have led to
an increased effort toward thermal management of mobile
devices in particular. Prakash et al. [41] performed coordi-
nated CPU-GPU DVFS to balance the sharing of thermal
headroom between these two entities and maximize FPS.
Similarly, ARM’s Intelligent Power Allocation [50] shifts
power across CPU and GPU based on expected performance
return to improve performance under a temperature constraint.
For conventional computer systems, control-theoretic [49] and
predictive thermal management [48] techniques are widely
studied to improve performance and energy efficiency while
achieving smooth temperature control. MAESTRO builds upon
a fundamentally different approach where, as opposed to
greedily maximizing performance under thermal limits, we
treat the thermal headroom as a resource that we seek to utilize
for maximum durations while maintaining just enough QoS.

For multi/many core systems, various work present ther-
mally efficient spatial allocation of threads in homoge-
neous [31], [46] and heterogeneous [32] systems. In fact,
the intuition behind thermal-coupling aware mapping in
our QScale policy [43] is similar to prior work. However,
QScale [43] demonstrates, for the first time, the opportu-
nities for thermally efficient core allocation on a mobile
SoC by considering the application-specific CPU-GPU thermal
couplings.

B. Application-Specific Optimizations for
Mobile Applications

MAESTRO takes the computation behavior of an application
into account to manage thermal headroom and QoS. Several
prior studies also consider similar application characteristics
to tailor energy optimization policies. Hashemi et al. [24]
investigated the bursty compute behavior in Web applica-
tions for dynamic power management and derive a heuristic
that sets the number of active cores based on per-thread
instruction counts. For throughput-oriented applications such
as gaming and video conversion, Rao et al. [42] profiled
each application offline to determine the performance sen-
sitivity of an application to CPU and memory DVFS and
performs an application-specific control to minimize energy
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under a performance target. Zhu et al. [53] proposed a frame-
work to distinguish bursty and throughput-oriented events
in a Web browser and allows to manage QoS and energy
tradeoffs accordingly. While our focus is to, in addition to
detecting the bursty versus throughput-oriented nature of com-
putations, manage QoS-temperature tradeoff autonomously for
sustainable QoS, the framework by Zhu et al. [53] could be
complementary when crafting MAESTRO specifically for Web
applications.

C. QoS Metrics and User Experience

Accurately defining QoS metrics is a challenging and open-
ended task in computer systems research. In multicore memory
system studies, QoS is manifested in terms of fairness [16].
Tail latency has been used as a measure of QoS for datacen-
ter tasks [40]. For mobile systems, latency of user-triggered
computations (e.g., application launch, GUI inputs, etc.) [17]
and FPS in throughput-oriented applications (e.g., gaming,
streaming) are found to be relevant proxies for user per-
ceived QoS [13]. In this paper, we build upon the insights
from prior work [13], [17] to determine relevant QoS met-
rics and requirements but provide a thermally aware way to
dynamically manage QoS.

D. QoS-Centric Runtime Management

Various prior work has studied managing accuracy
or QoS tradeoffs with power and energy considerations.
PowerDial [28] automatically extracts application parameters
to perform dynamic accuracy tradeoffs under a power cap.
JouleGuard [26] provides a bandit-based learning solution to
tune accuracy for meeting energy budgets. Such techniques
rely on source-level instrumentation and approximate nature
of specific applications (e.g., video encoding), which makes
them hard to generalize to off-the-shelf mobile applications.
Muthukaruppan et al. [36] proposed a budgeting framework
on a big.LITTLE system where QoS levels of multiple single-
threaded self-adaptive applications [27] are adjusted reactively
upon power budget violations.

Majority of prior work on QoS-aware energy and ther-
mal optimization for mobile applications target systems with
homogeneous CPUs. Kadjo et al. [30] proposed a queueing
model of CPU-GPU interactions in mobile games and design
a CPU-GPU DVFS policy to meet maximum FPS targets while
minimizing energy. Das et al. [15] controlled number of cores
and DVFS levels simultaneously to optimize peak tempera-
ture and thermal cycling. Despite considering QoS targets in
the learning approach, long convergence delays (i.e., minutes)
pose practical limitations. Sahin et al. [44] proposed a ther-
mally aware closed-loop DVFS scheduling policy to increase
durations of sustained QoS. To guide a reinforcement learning-
based thermal optimization policy, another work [14] proposes
an online workload change detection technique. Their detec-
tion technique, however, does not identify workload patterns
that are prone to thermally induced performance loss to make
proactive decisions as we perform with MAESTRO.

For systems with heterogeneous CPUs, some other work tar-
get specific domains of mobile applications and consider QoS
targets. Zhu and Reddi [54] exploited webpage characteris-
tics to drive scheduling and DVFS decisions on a big.LITTLE
system. Pathania et al. [38] used offline generated heuristics
to guide big/LITTLE core allocation for multithreaded mobile

games and achieved energy savings without any impact on
maximum FPS. For server systems, Octopus-Man [40] reac-
tively moves latency-critical Web applications to big or little
CPUs while meeting a QoS constraint. Our prior QScale
work [43], which is the basis of this paper, enables ther-
mally efficient QoS tradeoffs by: 1) mapping threads on
a big.LITTLE system by considering the QoS-criticality as
well as the application-specific CPU-GPU thermal interac-
tions and 2) performing closed-loop DVFS to precisely track
QoS targets. However, QScale is agnostic to application-
specific computation patterns and relies on users/programmers
to specify QoS goals.

Different from these QoS-aware power/thermal optimization
techniques, MAESTRO manages QoS proactively and
autonomously in an application-aware manner. This allows
MAESTRO to hit the sweet spot for autonomous QoS man-
agement of mobile applications by reclaiming sustainable
performance in throttling-susceptible continuous computa-
tions (e.g., games) without sacrificing the latency in bursty
applications.

E. Scheduling and Thermal Management in
Heterogeneous CPUs

Some prior work aim at improving overall throughput
in multiprogram workloads by guiding scheduling across
heterogeneous CPUs based on hardware performance coun-
ters [33] and performance profiling on different cores [34].
For systems with cluster-level DVFS such as our platform,
Pagani et al. [37] presented an efficient energy-optimization
algorithm to compute V/F and core assignments for a set
of independently running tasks with performance constraints.
For mobile platforms, Hsiu et al. [29] prioritized foreground
applications for execution on big cores over background appli-
cations. In this paper, we guide scheduling decisions based on
the impact of individual threads on QoS based upon our novel
observation on the heterogeneity of threads within an applica-
tion. Prior work exploits varying criticality of threads to guide
DVFS on homogeneous multicore systems (e.g., [11]).

Some other work targets thermal balancing through job
allocation [47] and propose predictive thermal management
methods [10], [48] for heterogeneous multicore CPUs. Other
work [32] allocates available jobs across a set of heterogeneous
processing elements to maximize throughput using a novel
power density constraint. This paper focuses on effectively uti-
lizing the available thermal headroom for maximum durations.
Similar to ours, Paul et al. [39] have considered the CPU-GPU
thermal coupling effects in modern SoCs in a runtime policy.
Their work uses this insight to limit CPU frequency and allow
for higher GPU performance while we present a thermally
efficient and coupling aware thread mapping strategy.

This paper distinguishes from prior work in the following
key aspects.

1) We show that greedily maximizing performance under
thermal constraints can adversely impact user experience
due to increased throttling over time. Thus, we aim at
providing thermally efficient QoS tradeoffs to achieve
sustained performance.

2) We demonstrate the profound impact of computation
characteristics (i.e., bursty or throughput-oriented) on
the throttling-induced QoS loss and QoS-temperature
tradeoff decisions.
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3) We design a thermal management technique that is
application-specific. Our runtime management solution
distinguishes long and continuous computations that are
susceptible to throttling-induced QoS loss, and proac-
tively manages QoS tradeoffs to utilize the thermal
headroom for longer durations.

4) We observe that QoS is dominated by a few number of
threads, which we exploit for scheduling on big.LITTLE
to reduce the load on power-hungry cores.

5) Our policy dynamically guides core allocation deci-
sions based on application-specific CPU-GPU thermal
couplings.

6) We perform all experiments on real-life systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

Mobile applications exhibit fundamentally distinct com-
putation patters across throughput-oriented workloads (e.g.,
video and gaming) and UI-driven bursty applications. These
diverse categories of workloads not only have different QoS
requirements but also exhibit largely disparate thermal profiles.
Greedily improving performance brings diminishing returns in
QoS due to throttling during continuous computations, making
it challenging to achieve a sustainable QoS level. This paper
proposed MAESTRO to identify application’s compute behav-
ior in runtime and manage QoS accordingly. For applications
dominated by bursty tasks, MAESTRO allows to maximize
QoS (i.e., to reduce latency) as the durations of thermal throt-
tling is relatively short (i.e., less than a few seconds) and
the idleness between the bursts allows to reduce temperature.
On the other hand, MAESTRO proactively trades off QoS for
the cases of continuous throughput-oriented computations with
high power to enable sustained QoS over the use. We evaluate
MAESTRO using real-life Android applications on a heteroge-
neous multicore platform. We demonstrate MAESTRO’s ability
to adapt to application behavior and autonomously manage
QoS to improve durations of sustained performance by 41%
to 6.7×.

We also see several exciting future directions for MAESTRO.
One can alleviate the parameter tuning process by exploiting
repetitive application runs [35] to gradually learn parameters
online and by using recursive computations (e.g., exponential
smoothing) to track statistical features. The nonlinear rela-
tion between FPS and frequency [21] can also be exploited
to provide a more power-efficient QoS tradeoff. We believe
exploring such further application-specific QoS tradeoffs (e.g.,
considering user requirements and frequency sensitivity of
QoS and power) and evaluating the additional benefits on real
users, to be a significant future research objective.
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